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WmnN Mendel's principle was first applied to animMs by Bateson and
Punnett, the use of correlation technique became the t!oeus of a lively
controversy in which there was misunderstanding upon both sides.
Correlations between rel'~tives cMmflated o51 the assuml?timl that the
effects of genes are perfectly additive, in other words that neither dominance nor epistaey exist, were found to agree fairly well with observational
data for metrieaI characters such as stature. This led to a somewhat
barre~ discussion, because the experimentM school were at first inclined
to regard dominance as an essential feature of hereditary transmission.
When dominance is complete the correlations between relatives are not
independent of the gene frequencies and will in general be lower tha~
wh.en the measurement of the heterozygote is exactly intermediate
between two pure homozygous types. Among experimental biologists th.e
belief which gained ground was that correlation coefiicients are nothing
more than descriptive devices to exhibit the reselN)lance of relatives,
yielding no information concerning whether such resemblance is due to
the distribution of genes or the distribution of differences in the external
e~vironment. In his memoia' entitl.ed "The correlation between relatives
on the supposition of Mendelian inheritance*," 1%.A. Fisher put forward a
contrary view in 1918. Fisher attempted a synthesis between the particulate theory of inheritance and the problem of nature and nurture as
it had bee= formulated by G-Mbon and his successors. In the domain of
animal genetics Fisher's eoncNsions were of iml~organce at the time in so
far as they bear on the universMity of ~([endel's first law. Since they were
stated., the application of Mendelian co],~eepts to the study of metrieM
characters has been tested by alternative methods, described by Ea,st and
Jones in their book Inbreecli'n 9 and O'utb'reedi'~w. For human genetics
1 if'tans, .Roy, ~5'oc, Edi~, 52.
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they have an ulterior significance, because of the peculiar di~cuity of
distinguishing between differences due to environment and differences
due to heredity in human populations and because of the far-reaching
sociological implications of this distinction.
Fisher's contribution to the discussion was noteworthy both for the
masterly way in which he assailed the mathemagicaI intricacies of a
• p/l):ely gencticat theory of correlation and for the particular conohtsions
about nature and nurtm:e advanced in his memoir. His objeceive was to
determine the respective contributions which nat~ure and nurture make
to the variability of a normal population, using the mean square deviation as the measure of variability. In his own words it is ~.~15oascribe to
the constituent causes [heredity and environment] fractions or perccntages of the total, variance which they together produce." In his final
summary ~.he most important statement is as follows:
" B y means of the fraternal correlation it is possible to ascertain, the
dominance ratio and so distinguish, dominance from all non-genetic
causes such as environment, which might tend go lower the correlations.
The fact that this excess of ~he fraternal correlation is very generally
observed is itself evidence in favour of the hypothesis of cttmnlabive
factors. On this hypothesis it is possible to calculate the nu.merieal influence not only of dominance but of the total gene~ic and non-genetic
causes of variability. An examination of the best available figures for
human measurements shows that there is little or no indication of nongenetic causes. The closest scrutiny is invited on this point not only on
account of the practical importance of the predominant influence of
natural inheritance, but because the significance of the fraternal coefficient in this connection has not previously been realised."
Since t~hese words were written a substantial body of new data concernhlg metrical characters of human beings has accumulated, notably in
connection with the study of twin resemblance. On tkis aceormt Fisher's
theory is entitled to closer scrutiny than has been undertaken hitherto.
The value of Fishcr's h3qmthesis of cumulative factors seems fie the
present ~<t'iter to be above criticism. The meaning of a balance sheet of
nature and nuture is the issue with which t~he ensuing discussion is
primarily concerned. An attempt will now be made to examine the way
in which subsequent progress in the measurement of differences due to
envh'omnent and differences due to heredity 1, as they are s~udied in the
laboratory, bears upon the discussion of such differences in human populations. The firs~bque,stion go ask is whether the technique of correlation can
• . .

1 I.e.

dillerenoes due t;o (g) different biologioM anoosl,ry, (b) sogregt~,t,ion.
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be used to detect the existence of differences due to environment and
differences due to heredity.
To this question the answer is certainly in the a[t~rmative. Table I
shows the results of recent observations on the intelligence quotients of
twins set forth in the form of correlation coeNcients. There is generd
unanimity concerning the eoJlclttsion that monozygotic twins are in2
tellectually more alike than dizygotic twins of like or of unlike sex. In
other words, the intellectual resemblance between individuals who are
known to be genetically alike is greater than the intellectual resemblance
between individuals who may be presumed to be genetically different.
Few biologists would hesitate to draw the conclusion that intellectual
differences may arise because of gent differences. In so far as it is true
that the correlation between ordinary sfbs is lower than :for fraternal
twins, we are also entitled to suspect 1 that i~tellectual differences may
arise within the family, because of differences of eJlviromnent associated
with birth rank.
Another example of the way in which the technique of correlation
may be used to detect the existence of genetic differeeces is provided by
an elementary application of the theory of inbreeding. Like homogamy
('vide i@ra) inbreeding will tend to raise the correlation between ribs.
Helme the fraternal correlation for a group of individuals whose parents
are first cousins should be somewhat higher than the fl'aternal correlation of a group of individuals whose parents are unrelated, provided
both groups are taken at random from the same population. This method
has not yet been used. It merits special consideration because it is free
from an objection to the study of twins as a means of detecting gent
differences affecting intellectual characteristics. On account of their
greater physical resemblance identical twins may tend to work together,
play together and be exposed to the same sources of infection to a greater
extent thalt fraternal twins. There is therefore an element of legitimate
doubt concerning the correct in.fierpretation of the greater intellectual
resemblance of the former. A third use of the technictue of correlation to
detect gent differences will be made clear at a later stage. Genetic theory
allows us to predict; what correla~bions of first cousins would arise i~l a
homogeneous environment, when transmission is sex linked. With respect
1 The effect of age on crossing-over in the fowl, as shown by H a l d a n e a n d Crew (1925),
has to be ta.ken into consideration as well. I t h i n k it is doubtful whel;her m u c h weight should
be given l~o it; for two reasons. One is l~hat there is not groat disparity of size between the
fa.irly n u m e r o u s cln'omosomes of man. The other is t,hat differences of b i r t h r a n k arc significanl;, oven w h e n the group of selected ribs are so chosen gha, li the age difference is small.
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to the sex of individual members of a pair of cousins and the sex of their
related parents, first cousins m a y be classified in. ten groups, for which the
correlation coegieients calculated on this assmnption differ widely. A c o t
responding order of size in the observed values would be suNcient justification :[or concluding that sex-lin ked genesaffect the character measured.
So long as the use o[ correlation methods is confined to the reeog]litiou
t h a t geue differences or differences due to nurture exist, there is little
room for disagreement. [['he dimculties of interpretation begin when we
a t t e m p t to clarify what is meant b y calculating " t h e numerical influence
. . . o f the total genetic and ]_mn-genefiic causes of variability." In. his
illuminating essay on the Notion of 6tause Bertrand I%ussell has pointed
out t h a t few words are used with greater ambiguity in scieutific discusrich. The biometrical treatment of variability inherited from £4alfioa a
tradition of discourse in wllieh the ambiguity of the concept of causatiou
comp]etely obscured the basic relativity of nature and nurture. Since
then this rela,tivity has become increasingly recognised through experiments involving the use of inbred stocks in physiological laboratories,
especially in connection with experimental work on diet. I t is therefore
necessary to examine with great care what we mean when we distinguish
between a genetic difference and a difference due to enviromnent.
The accompanying diagram will avoid any danger of undue abstraction in the definitions we shall adopt. I t is based on ]Kra:fka's data. In
the fruit-fly Droso~)hila, there is a series of mutations charaeterised by extensive reduction of the number of facets in the compomld eye. Two such
mutations are designated " l o w - b a r " and "ultra-bar.'' The actual number of facets varies with the temperature of the environment iu which the
larvae develop. I~l the diagram (Fig. t) the distance A B measured along
the ordinate A B 6 ~represents the difference (1,~) of the two stocks both
cultured at 16 ° C. The distance E F (~a8~) represents tlm difference between the two stocks both cultm:ed at 25 ° O. The length B6' (~j8~,~)represents the difference betweell the measurement of ultra-bar il~dividuals
cultured respectively at 16 ° and 25 ° O. The length DE (~S~) represents
the difference between the facet number, of low-bar individuals cultm:ed
at 16 ° and 25 ° O. respectively. E F (2aSl:r)and AB (1~8ir) each correspond
to what the experimental biologist means b y a genetic diff.erence.
.B6~(ij8~) and DE (~18~) each represent what the experimental biologist
calls a difference due to environment.
Clearly we are on safe ground when we speak of a genetic difference
befiweeu two groups measured in otle and the same environment or in
spealdng of a difference dfte to environment when identical stocks arc
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measured under different conditions of d.evclopment. Are we on, equally
safe ground when we speak of the contribution of heredity and enviroument to the measurements o1! genetically different individuals or groups
measured in different kinds of environment? Suppose we measure a lowbar stock kept continuously at 16 ° 0. and an ultra-bar stock kept continuously at 25 ° C. The observed difference will be represented by the
length AC or DF. I-row much of AB or D/~' is due to heredity and how

D

(D

"6
g

] 6°

215 o

Temperature
Fig. l,

much to environment? The question is easily seen to be devoid of any
meaning. We might be tempteql to say that the genetic contribution is
the difference which would exist if both. stocks had been cultured at the
same tempera,Cure. This could[ be done in an infinite number of ways. If
t h e y were both cultured at 25 ° C. heredity would contribute EF. If they
were both cultured at 16 ° G. heredity would contribute the difference AB.
We might be tempted to say that the contribution of environmeng represents what the difference would be if all the flies belonged to the same
stock. Obviously this can be doue in. at lea,st two ways. Keeping the
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same difference of environment we might subsfiitut~c low-bar individuals
for the ultra-bar stock at 25 ° O. The difference between the two sections
of the population would then be represented by DR. If we substituted
ultra-bax individuals for the low-bar stock at 16 ° O. the difference would
be B6'. Either E D or B6 ~is equally cnt;itled to be regarded as the contribution, of environment.
Analogous divergent curves are not difficult to find iu physiological
literature. Taylor (1931) compares the variation ot! the sinus beat of
Xc,nopv.s and Ra,~zc~ with temperature. Winton (1927) compares the
variation of the mortality rate of two genetically different stocks of rats
given increasing doses of red squills. There is no reason to multiply instances in order to show the need for extreme ogre iu formulating the
problem of nature and nurture in quantitative ~erms. A.t this stage it is
SuFficient to rccognise what we mean by correlation as a measure of
resemblance between relatives iu a homogeneous envh:onmcut and what
we mean b y correlation as a measure of resemblance between genetically
identical individuals when classified in some specified relationship to the
external conditions of dcvciopment. These will form the subject of preliminary examination. The legit,imacy of using tlm technique of correlation go ascribe to heredity and environment "fractions or percentages of
the total variance which they together produce ~'' will be reserved for
discussion at a later stage.
II.
A purely genetic theory of correlation is evidently valid, so long as it
is concerned with gene differences whose manifest effect is nob measurably
affected b y differences of en.vh:onment to which different members of a
population are exposed. With this implicit restriction, Pearson and Yule
were the first writers to show how correlation eoct~eients for relatives might
be deduced oll ~he basis of Mendel's theory. Fisher undertook the difficult
task of removing any limitations concerning the number of genes, the
degree of dominance or epistaey, independent segregatimt or the absence
of assortativc mating. A full discussion of all the issues rMsed involves
some difncult and extremely laborious mathematics. The basic assmnptions underlying the main conclusions which have been drawn from such
studies can be illustrated by studying the simplest possible types of
correlation between relatives. This does not require any statistical kn owl The actual ha.lancesheet (p. d24., o'i~. cir.) is as followsfor st,ata~ro. Segregation62 per
cent. : Dominancedevittl~ions21 per cent. : Associal:ionof fa.ct;orsby homogamy17 per cent. :
Other causes nit.
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ledge except the way in which a coefficient of correlation is calculated and
a knowledge of the genotypie ratios :for a population in equilibrimn, when
mating occurs a,t~random. If a, is the :frequency of a recessive gene and b
of its dominant Mlelomorph, the equilibrium state for an a~ltosomal gene
snbstitntion is
a?" (R) :2at (H) : b°"(D)

(Pearson-I-Iardy Law).

For sex-linked genes, when the sex ratio is unity, it~ is
~.}a,(RY):½b (DY):½-a °"(RR):ab (RD):½b ~ (DD)

(Jennings).

The reader will find no difficulty in dedudng the frequency of different
types of mating with the familiar chessboard schema.
The simplest possible assumptions on which a correlation coefficient
:for relatives can be determined are (a,) t h a t mating occurs at random,
(b) t h a t only one gene substitution affeees ~he character measured, (c) t h a t
the environment is homogeneous. Two eases will suffice to show how a
correlation coefficient m a y be deduced on these assumptions. The eorrela,tion coefficient for brothers when ~ransmission is sex linked is the
easiest to deal with. All possible pairs of brothers m a y be set out in
tabular form as below:
Freqnency
or mai;ing
a,a

2a.~b
aba
a?-b
2at ~"
ba

Pairs of brot~hers
a

Pa,rcnts
R Y x]~]~

h'~Mo
offspring
/2

rJ?.R

RD

DI~

1

0

0

R y × ~,D

½R+ ½D

I:

~-

.R Y
DY
DY
DY

×DD
x ]?,R,
x ]~.D
x DD

D
.R
½R + ~D
D

0
1
,-}:
0

0
0
½
0

l-

1
0
¼
1

Adding the nnmbers in each column on the right-hand side approwiately
weighted by those in the column on the extreme left we find the frequency
of recessive pairs (RR) is
a a -1- ½a~b + a2b + ½ab 2 = a 2 + ½-ab.
Proceeding in this way we obtMn a contingency table:
R

D

b

.R

I

D

1

a?'-F½ab

~d,

½ab

a=-1-½ab

To determine the correlation coefficient we have to assign, numericM
significance to .R, and D. If we mal~e the difference between t;he measure-
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m e a t of the recessive and dominant gonotype in the standard environm c n t t.he unit o[ measurement we can put 1~ = 0 and. D = 1. We then find
t h a t ~' = 0.50.
This case is simplified b y the absence of a heterozygous class, Thus
the ilcgrcc of dominance does not affect the resnR which is independent
of the frequency (a.) of the recessive gene. When there is a heterozygous
class to be taken into consideration the value of ~' is affected, b y how much
H differs from D. If its measm:cmeut is exactly intermediate between R
and D the resuR is independent of the rarity of the recessive gene. If it
approximates more or less closely to D this is not so. As an. illustration
the correlation of parent and child when transmission is autosomal will
be given. The l?ossihle pairs are tabulated below.
[Pairs o[ genol,ypes t a k i n g pa,renl; w R h child
l~requoney
of malffng

Parenl,s

Offspring

RR

a,'1
4 a,:,b

RR
.R H

.R,
-~.# + ½ D

1
~r

2a2b "
4 a.2/if4ab a
h4

}~!D
ItH
HD
DD

H
~-R + ½H + ~-D
½H + ½D
D

0
0
0
0

]~Lr

]?,D

0
{-

0
0

HH

0
?r

IID

.L)D_

0
0

0
0

½

0

0

½

0

:[

0

½-

:I:

0

0
0

0
0

~0

~0

~r
1

Adding the columns as before we find
R R = a '~ -F a, a b = a, a,
lift1 = 2a~-b °- -F a a b -I- a b 3 = a b , ..., e t c .

This yields a contingency table as follows :
R

H

D

(t. 3

a~b

0

H

aZb

ab

(ib 2

D

0

ab 2

1~

To calculate a correlation coefficient from such a table it is necessary to
assign some value to H. If we assume t h a t the heterozygote differs from
the m e a s u r e m e n t of ~he two homozygous gcnotypes b y an equal amouni~
we can calculate it by putting R = 0, H = ½, D = 1. In this case a ' s and
b's cancel out and we are left with an arRhmetieal solution ' r = 0.5,
indel?endent o[ the rarity of the recessive genotypc. If dominance is
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complete we can put R = O ,
table :

H=D=I.
le

(H + D)
aeb

R

(H +1))

We tlms get a four-fold

(12b

b (1 +ab)

The value of r is theu found bo be
a

I + a"

The result therefore depmids upon the frequeucy of the recessive genotype. If a quarter of the population are recessives (i.e. a = ½-), r = 0.33.
A more general solution is obtMncd by representing the measurement of
the ]mterozygous class by a fraction A which, m a y be given any w i n e
between ½ and 1. It is then found[ that the value of r is ouly independent
of the frequency of the recessive genotype when. the heterozygote is
exactly intermediate in its measurement betweml the two homozygous
genotypes.
The next two tables show the values of the correlation coeffieieut
calculated on the same assumptions for relatives of different kinds. It
will be noticed t h a t the value of the fraternal con:elation coefficient when
transmission is autosomal is the same as the parental correlation coefficient when the heterozygote is intermediate in the sense already defined.
When dominance is complete and a = ½ the parental is reduced by twice
as nmch as the fraternal coefficient. The nmnber of compartments in a
table such as those which have been derived above can be increased indefinitely by increasing the number of gene substitutions involved in the
measurement of acharacter. Thus the genetic theory of correlation can
be extended from " u n i t " characters ~o metrical characters. Th.e importante of Fisher's contribution lies especially in this extension. Fisher has
shown t h a t the parental deviation with respect to dominance is twice the
fraternal for all degrees of dominance, independently of the number of
genes and of ~heir frequencies. When the heterozygote is intermediate
the values given in. the accompanying table are the same whether a
single gene substitution or a large number of genes ageeg the measurement of differences between iudividuals.
The :figures given in Table II agree fairly well with some observed
correlations of relatives for m a n y measurable human characteristics, such
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TABLE

II.

A ~tosoma, l gm~e substit,tttions.
Hegcrozygoto
inl, ermcdiatc

Dominance
complcl~c

0.5000
0'2500
0.1250
0.0625

0'3333
0.1667
0.0833
0'0617

0"5000
0.2500
0.1250
0.03125

0'4167
0.1667
0.0833
0.0208

(A =,1.,)

Individual and (a) Ancest,ral line:
Parcnb
Grandparcng
Ch.ca~-grandl~arcn~
C~reai,-greag-grandparcng
(b) Collal, crals:
Sibs
Uncle or a,unb
Fi,'s~ cousins
Second cousins

TABLE

(..= ~.)

III.

Some correlation coq[ficients for relatives on the supTosition
of se,v-li'nked t,ra,,nsmission.
Heterozygotc
intermediate

Dominance
completc
(a=~)

A. I<~rcnt, ah
Father-son
Nobhm'-daughter
Father-daughter
Mottmr-son

0.0O
0.50
0,71
0.71

0.00
0.33
0.58
0.58

]3. Fr,~m'n ah
Sis~m'-sis~cr
:Broblmr-brolJmr
l)'[ixcd sibs

0"75
0.50
0.33

0.67
0.50
0.20

(i) Maternal (parent's sisters)
Girl p~irs
:Boy pairs
Mixed pairs

0.187
0.375
0.250

0.125
0.375
O.133

(ii) Paternal (parcni?s brothers)
Girl pairs
Boy pMrs
~'[ixed lm,irs

0'250
0'000
O.OOO

0'167
0.000
0,000

(iii) " M i x e d " (pa,rcnb's brolJlcr and sister)
Girl pairs
Boy pairs
*Mixed pairs (a)
Mixed pairs (b)

0.125
0.000
O.O00
0.167

0.083
O.OOO
O.OOO
0'067

C. Firs~ cousins :

* (a) Mot,her of girl is sisl,cr Lo fal;her o[ boy.
(b) FMflmr of girl is brot,her I~o tool, her of ]Joy.
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as are given M TaMe IV. They are ga]~enfrom communications by Pearson
and Lee and by Eldertoa.
:it will t)6 seen t h a t the vMues obtMned for measurements of hnman
relatives are generMly higher than the preceding treatment permRs.
This is speeiMly true of first cousins. So we m:e led to ask what are the
several agencies which affect tlle v a n e of a coefftcient of correlation?
Ironr categories merit speciM consideration. These are (a,) dominance,
(b) the contribution of sexdinked genes, (c) assortative mating, (d,) a
heterogeneous envh'onment.
The significance of dominance calls for cautions interl?reLagion.
Domiuauce lowers the theoreticM correlation :for parent and child more
than for sibs. Table IV shows t h a t observed parent-child correlations are
typieMly lower than correlations for sibs. Of itself this does not tell us
very much. The environment of father and son is less homogeneous than
t h a t of two brothers, a fact which sometimes gives rise to :friction. Indeed
a, great deal o[ the world's dramatic literatnre deals with the way ill
which the social envbonment of parents unfits diem for the privilege
of exporting advice to foreign generations. The data published by Pearson
and Lee do not give any clear indications of the influence of sex-linked
genes upon the correlation of relatives. [For stat m'e the correlation el
father and son is 0.514: which is actually higher t h a n for mother and son,
0.49't-, and for eye eolour the coel'fieient for sister and brother is 0.553
which is higher than for sister and sister, 0.537. This is no~ surprising
since there are 23 pMrs of hnman chromosomes alike in both sexes and
only one pail' uaeclually matched.
The effect of the most usual ldnd of assorta~ive mating (homogmny)
is to raise correlations between relatives. A general treatment of this
problem is laborious. There is no diffieuRy in illustrating the trnth of the
sta~emen~ by the extreme example, when only like genotypes mate with
one another. If transmission is antosomal the contingency table for
husband and wife is then
~.
B

Husband
H

~.

Wi[o H

o

D

o

.

D

0

o

/]

0

0
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In this case the correlation between husband and wife is nnity instead o[
zero,/m it would be if mating occurred at raudom. The :[raternM cmltingency table is easily constructed. There are c,. fral)ernities consisting of
TABLE IV.

l?aren behild
]3robbers
FirM, c o u s i n s

Joitlt~ o[
lil, Iffe
finger
--0.34

Eye
eolour
0"-19
0'5d:
0.43

.l:IMr
eotour
--%29

S~M,ure
0'51
0'53
-

-

CephMie
index
-0',19
--

\'Vidl~k
of
wrist
--0-29

R only, y of D only, and/~ of R, H and D iJl the proportions ~.~.-.w.t"
1., All
possible pairs of genob~pes in fraternities of the last class occur in the
fo[lowillg proportions:

~ R R -1- ~RH + ½-RD -t- ~HH -I- ~HD -1- TtecDD.
So the coutingency table for brothers is
R

It

D

I

)' + ~%fl I

i

The vMue of r when the ]mterozygote is i~termediate ~md the proportion
of all three genob~pes is the same is 0.80. Correlations between husband
and wife approaching unit)y are not recorded for any physical trait. For
sl)ature Pearson gives the value 0.28 and for eye colour 0.10. It is not
clear how far such coelffcients measure departures from random mating
iu the purely geneticM sense, since they are not based on spouses taken
from a homogeneous * mating population.
III.

When we speak of a homogeneous environmen~ in ~he presen~ context
strictly physicM homogeneity is not implied. Every gene difference requires some special condition of tile enviromncnt to make it manifest ~o
the investigator. It happens that the appropriate couditions in which
AI~ besl~ t h e pritmiplo o[ ra,n d o m m a t i n g is o n l y ~ g o o d approxim~t~ion w h e n M[ t h e
r e l e v a n l , g e n e f r e q u e n e i e s m'e relalffvely h i g h . O t h e r w i s e 0, h u m a n p o p u l a l f i o n m u s t be
r e g a r d e d as ~ g r o u p o[ isol(des in s o m e of w h i c h ~he g o n e f r e ( l u e n c e s of n~re g e n e s a r e m u c h
h i g h e r t h a n i n l~he s u r r m m d i n g localities.
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some gene differences can be recoguised are presen~ in almos~ a n y env i r o n m e n t in which ~he fertilised egg will develop. The mwironmenb is

then '~eut,rcdin Prof. Levy's sense, and such gene differences belong to ~he
class of " r e a l isolates." H a v i n g outlined the genetical gheory of correlation in its more elementary aspecgs under ghis restriction, let us now
examine how correlabions m a y arise in virgue of the disgribugiml of environmentaI variables. Considerable mt~ghemagical skill and patience
have been devoted ~o ghe consgrucgioll of a purely gellegical bheory of
correlagion. Higberto ~he eomplexigy of l~he influence which differences
of environmeng m a y exercise has received less agtengion, though ~he
sgudy of t~whl resemblance has lately shown ghe urgen~ need %r a careful
examination of ghe problem. The issues involved will be more readily
seen if we pause ag ghis poing ~o examine ghe form of the correlation
coeffieieng.
If we have a series of paired measuremengs
xxy~, x~,/~, ..., x.,~y~,,

we commonly calculate ~he correlation between x and y b y ~he producl~
momen~ formula
E,~y
~'.~u= N . ~.~. cru '
The m e a n variance for all pah's is ~

X (x

-

yp

_

G,.

2N
If V is ghe variance of the whole population of x's and y's, a simple
t~ransformagion ~ gives
1--q'=

_1~,

V"
t For small ,samples 2_

For a single pair ('p~- 1) = ]. The mean is ~-(x +y) and
(x - y)'-"

~ S ~ = [ x - ~ (x + ~l)Y +[:~-~- (x + Y)] ~ So l,he lucern variance for N l)Mrs is as given above.
2 The variance of (x -!1) is
2¢

L

N

J'

a n d if ~ho ~ M o is made by double e n t r y ' t h e t e r m o n t;he right; is zero. N o w

o'a,~_~ = %" + %" - 2r ~,~a v .

And subjeeb to t;he same eondit~ion%.=%.
o

~(~-y)

.......
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When the correh~tion coefficient is exhibited in this form it is evident
that ,r is greater or less according as differences between successive values
of .'c or of y are large compared with differences betwcett corresponding
values of x and y, ~vhate'vcr the natu,re of the agent 9 ,whic/~ .is ,responsible /br
s'~.~,chd'iffercnccs.
The bearing of this s~atemeng upolt ~he s~udy of variability in a human
population is this. Differences of environment which affect the measurement of a metrical character arc 1tot necessarily distributed with tmiformity. Differences go which members of the same family or different
families living at one and the same social level are exposed may be very
much less than difl!erm~ces to which individuals belonging to families
taken from different social levels are exposed. Experiment shows that
ultra-violet light has a considerable influence upon growth in mammals.
In grea~ Britain some families live continuously iu the sooty a~mosphere
of an industrial area. Others spend theh' winters ou the ~iviera. That
the study of fraternal correlations leads to the conclusion that there is
little or no indication of "non-genetic causes" tending to produce differences of stature in human populations may throw more light upon the
limitations of statistical technique than upon the physiology of huma~
growth. A human society may be crudely compared to a badly managed
laboratory in which there are many cages each containing a pair of rags
and their offspring. The rats are of different breeds. The cages are at
different distances from the window. Different cages receive different
rations. Rats in the same cage cannot all get to the feeding ~rough ~ogether. So some get more food or light tha~ others. The cage corresponds
to the family as a unit of envirogment. The rats in each cage constitute
the family as a genetic unit.
To the human geneticist the practical and theoretical importalme of
the environment is so great that it is permissible to dwell upon the issue
involved in the preceding remarks. A hypothetical illustration suggested
by one of the earlier researches of Hopkins upon diet will assist to make
iC clear. Imagine a series of cages each containing a pair of rats fl'om the
same homozygous stock, each cage supplied with a basic ration of zein
to which is added a different quantity of trypCophane. Au experiment
might be carried out so that the range of measurements for, say, body
weight is discontinuous for the pairs. The paired measurements then form
a series proportional to the tryptophane added to the basic ration. A c o l
relation table drawn up for the body weight of pairs sharing the same
cage would yield a value of r equal to unity. Provided[ the stock is homogeneous, the result will be the same if each pair of rags is a pair of sibs.
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The two cases would no~ necessadly be ~he same if ~he s~ock were genet;ically hegerogeneous. If ghe rags ill lJlC same cage are unrelated and
genegically differeng, and if all the cages receive ghe same amom~ of zein
aud trypgophane, the correlation coeli~cieng for body we~ghg will be zero.
W h a t will happen if ~he rats sharing ghe same cage are s[bs ot! a mixed
snook, When the ragion for all cages is bhe same? Let us assume glint b]m
qua.nt;igy of b:ypgophane added be the basic ra,gion is so chosen thab gone
differences with respect go susceptibiligy to gryptophane conl~eng can
manifesb Nmmselves. If we neglect ghe conbibugion of sex-linked genes
and dominance deviagions, and also assume ghat ghe parengs of each pair
were mated ag random, the correlagion will be 0.5. This figure measures
ghe tendency of awe sibs go resemble one anogher, when reared in aH
effecgively ]mmogeneous environment.
Using the same heterogeneous s~ock, leg us regurn go ~hc original
procedure. Each cage receives a differen~ quangity of trypgophane. The
effect of genetic hegerogeneity is go i~crease the deviagions both of the
x's and the y's. Whether we measure 'r for cage pairs which are sibs or
cage pairs whidl are unrelaged hldividuals, the value of ~' will be less than
when a homogeneous stock is used. For the case when ghe pairs are sibs,
,r musg lie between 0.5 and 1.0. The experiment m a y be varied in ogher
ways. We mighg divide each cage by a partition, disbibuge ghe food at
random so that two members of a pair ordinarily receive a differeng
qua.ntigy of gryptophane and degermi~e the value of r for body weight
of ghe cage pairs as before, tf the sgock is homogeneous ~bere will always
be zero eorrelation whegher cage paia:s are sibs or unrelated. If the stock
is hegerogeneous there will be zero correlation for unrelated cage pairs.
For sibs ,r would lie beSween 0.5 alld zero. We mighg combine ghe gwo
procedures, varying the food giveu to ghe gwo rags on either side a of pargiglen while making the difference betwemi the ration given go awe members of a cage pair small in comparison with the difference begweeR the
mean quantify given to one cage pair and ghe mean cluantigy given go
another cage pair. Whag would be the rcsnlg? Ig depends upon the order
of smallness. If the shock is homogeneous ghe value of r will be greater
t h a n zero and will be ghe same whegher the cage pairs are sibs or unrelated.
If ghe stock is heterogeneous ghe value of ,r will always be less when ghe
members of a cage pair are unrelaged individuals than ig would be if they
were sibs. In ghe Iagger ease unaided common sense does not make it
obvious wbegher ghe value of r will be greater or less than 0.5.
The effecg of increasing the difference in envh'onmen~ as between
one pair and anogher is go increase ghe coel~eient of correlagion
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a,bove the vah,c theoretically deduced on the assumption t h a t tile environment is homogeneous. Increasing the differences of. environment
to which members of the same pair are exposed tends to lower ii~. That an
observed correlation between brothers very elosely coincides with what
can be deduced from a purely genetic theory of correlation does not
justify the inference that the observed differences between individuals
mainly belong to the class of genetic differences which manifest themselves in any environment consistent with existence. The way in which
we select relatives for the determination of a correlation, coemeient may
be such t h a t the effect ofdifferences due to environment between one
pa,ir trod another balance the differences between two individuals of the
s~mte ]?air. Hence it is not difficult to see why Bewail Wright obtained
higqmr correlations for litter mates than for sits of different broods in
certain measurements on guinea-pigs. Nor is it surprising that some
workers find a higher correlation for intelligence of dizygotie twins than
for the intelligence of sibs born at different thnes, or t h a t ]J'reeman,
Holzinger and Mitchell in their work ca the intetligenpe quotient found
t h a t the correlation between foster sits is of the same order as the
correlation of sits adopted into diIIerent homes at birth.
Referring to the formula which connects the coefficient of correlation
with the mean variance within each fraternity and the variance of the
population as a whole, Fisher (p. 400, ol). dr.) makes the following comment: " F o r stature the coefficient of correlation between brothers is
about 0.5,t, which we may interpret by saying t h a t 54 per cent. of their
variance is accounted for by a,ncest,ry alone and tha~ 46 per cent. must
have some other explanation. I t is not sufficient to ascribe this last
residue to the effects of environment . . . . The simplest hypothesis i s . . .
t h a t the large variance among children of the same parents is due to the
segregation of those factors in respect of which the parents are heterozygous." This statement occurs in ~he introduction. The balance sheet.
of nature and nurture which follows lager stands or falls by the meaning
which we attach to the word a,ncest'ry. Its use in the writings of statistical
geneticists invites the closest scrutiny. If differences of nurture were
distributed uniformly within the family unit and between, one family unit
and another, the concept of ancestry would involve no ambiguity in
human genetics. In the laboratory we can culture stocks of oviparous
animals, arranging the conditions so as. to insure t h a t any slight differenter to which different individuals are exposed are as likely to involve
two related individuals as to in.volve two unrelated individuals. T_he~
and then only are we entitled to speak of " t h e random external effects
Journ. of £4onotiesxxv*z
26
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of environment" and to deal with naDure and nurture as inde]?elldent
variables. I~l fact this condition is not strictly reMised when. we are
studying ~ viviparous animal. A further complication arises when we are
dealing with social species like the prim'~tes, which live in family groups.
When a species is viviparous, progeny of a given mother share comlnOll, features of pre-nat~al environment either because they belong to the
same litter or, if they do not, because they are housed in. the uterus of an
in,dividuM with a given, genetic constitution. When a species is social,
offspring of the same parents generMly grow up in an environment which
is nmre homogeneous than the common envh:onment of two unrelated
individuMs. In t~he ease o~ human beings lflfis is true both as regards
physical culture (food, sunlight, sleep and exercise) and social, tradition.
The familiM constellation of environmentM variables is nob confined be
a single fraternity of human beings. GenerMly the environment ill which
an in.dividuM is reared is more like the environment in which his parent
was reared than the envh'onment of an unrelated person of the same age
as his parent. Hence tfl~e ancestry of an individual, t h a t is go say what
he shares with or derives from his ancestors, includes: (i) a system of
genetic relations, (ii) a system of developmentM relationships determined
by the uterine environment but correlated with the preceding and (iii)
a framework of social and physicM environment also related to the
genetic "ancestral" relationship.
In the accompanying table an attempt has been made to show how
different elements of the social complex are implicitly included in specifying the atmestry of individuals, when a human population is made the
subject of investigation by correlation technique. The several components are subdivided as follows:
(1) Genetic constitution. This involves both the genotype and the
dominance deviations. Fisher's vMues for autosomal l~ransmission are
those given.. They represent the resull~ which would be found if the
environment were perfectly homogeneous. The gable neglects the contribution of sex-linked genes which would involve specifying every type
of sex relationship separately.
(2) Uterine e,nvi,ro~me'nt. We have go distinguish between individuals
which develop in the same uterus at the same time (-F+) individuMs
which develop in the same uterus at di[~erent times (+o) and individuMs
which develop in different utez,i (oo).
(3) Family envi~'onment. Members of a pair *nay be reared together
(-F) or reared apart (o). If they are reared together they may have the
same (+) or different (o) birth rank. They may be of the same sex (-F) or
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opposite sex (o). A third environmental vari'~l)le is more subtle ~md like
sexual similarity involves a correlation between, genetic constitution and
he degree of association between the environments to which, two individuals are expose([. Thus two identical twins ten([ to associate more
than. two sibs or fraternal twins whose different equ.ipment of genes may
lead them into different kinds of environment. If one is weakly an([ the
other strong t h e y may go to different schools or be pampered to a greater
or less extent. Because they have different temperaments they may
choose different compa~fions. In all such ways genetic differences may
be associated with differences of environment acting as a limiting factor
to the exhibition of other genes which two such. individuals share.
(4) In the two columns on the extreme right of the accompanying
table differences between individuals belonging to different ]?airs are
tabulated. I t has aIready been pointed out that the results obtained from
correlation, studies may be atlected in opposite ways b y increasing the
differences of environment to which both members of a given pair are
subjected, and increasing differences of environment to which members
of different pairs are subjected. The specification of the envh'onmentM
framework therefore involves a statement of the kind of envh'onmental
differences to which members of different pairs are subjected as well as
the kind of envh'onmental differences to which members of the same pair
are exposed. I f a fraternal coefficient of correlation is based exclusively
upon the pairs of sibs taken from a homogeneous social class we have no
reason to expect that it would be exactly the same as if it were based on
a population made up of pairs selected from the most dissimilar kinds of
social environment.
The data on which Fisher's analysis of variability with respect to
stature is adsually based are those collected from a comparatively homogeneous social class by Pearson and Lee. We are not entitled to expect
t h a t any exercise of mathematical ingenuity could extract from them
conclusions which are necessarily true of a population made up of widely
different social classes. Using the term ancestry in a purely genetic sense,
Fisher arrives at this conclusion: " I t is very unlikely t h a t so much as
5 per cent. of the total variance is due to causes not hereditable." The
assumption on which this estimate is based is that the contribution of
nurture can be evaluated from. the discrepancy between observed correlations for relatives and correlations calonla~ed from purely genetic considerations. The foregoing illustration shows that this is not a legitimate
assumption. In the laboratory we could take a genetically homogeneous
stock of rats and[ obtain a fraternal correlation in complete agreement
26-2
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with what a purely genebioal theory of correlation demands by the
expedient of adjusting tile differences of enviromneut to which offspring
ot: the same parents and hldividuals belonging to different sibships are
respectively exj?osed, ln such a situation the contril0ution of gene
differences to the observed variance would be al)soltttely nothing.
Fisher justifies the construction of a balance sheet for the contributions of nature and nurture by the fact that variances are additive, when
the severs.1 "causes" of variability are independent. This implies that
"each genotypc has an equal chance of experiencing--with their respective probabilities--each of the available kinds of environment*." Stmh
a sta~e of affairs may have some resemblance be an orphan asylmn, t~ 1,as
little relevance to human populations in general. The viviparous habit of
the hmnan species, the existence of the family as a social institution, the
stratification of human society ill widely different social levels all co,lspire to create a framework of environment which is intimately re]ated
to the distribution of genetic differences.
IV.
A rnuch abused philosopher of the nineteenth centreT has remarked
t h a t "all the mysteries which seduce speculative thought into mysticism
find their solution i~l human practice and in concepts of this practice."
Iu such terms the experimental biologist must seek for any sign.ificance
in a balance sheet of nature and mu:ture. The only practical significance
which leisher's analysis of variance seems to admit is that we could only
reduce variance with respect td stature in a human population by 5 per
cent. or less, if the enviromnent were perfectly uniform. From an experimental standpoint what do we mean by making the envh'onment
uniform? We can do so in an infinite number of ways, some tending to
bring out genetic differences which were not previously measurable,
others tending to obscm:e genetic differences which were measurable
before. A balance sheet of nature and nurture has no meaning in this
sense, unless we assume that the variance of a populatiou, if affected at
all, is necessarily dimhlished when the environment is made more homogen.eous. Such an assmnptiou is certainly false, as a single example
suffices to show.
In tlm fruit-fly DrosoFhila. there is a stock homozygous for the sexlinked dominant gene denoted "abnormal abdomen." When grown in
moist culture this stock has a characteristic deformity of the posterior
region. It is not distinguishable from the wild type, when grown in. a
l I n a, p r i v a t e c o m m u n i e a l , ion t o l,he wriLer.
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dry culture. Imagine a large laboratory with m a n y bottles of culture
media, some dry and some moist, providing food fro' a mixed stock of
fruit-flies, a ,smM1 proportion of which belong to the m u t a n t strMn with
the geue for abnormal M)domen. Keeping the stock the same, we might
make the environmen$ more homogeneous in one of two ways, either
making all the bottles dry or all the bottles moist. If we make all the
bottles dry, the m u t a n t gene will be incapable of manifesting its presence.
Variability will be diminished with respect to the difference under consideration. If we make all the bottles moist, a larger proportion of larvae
with the nuttang gene will hatch out as flies with the m u t a n t deformity.
T h a t is to say there will be an increase in variability. This example is not
an isolated one, and it is specially relevant to h u m a n biology. The effect
of extending to all classes of society the educat)ionM opportunities availM01e to a smM1 section of it would presumably be t h a t of increasing variability with respect to eduoagionM attainment. The effect of depriving
the more favoured of their special educational advantages would be to
diminish variability in educational attainment. Either would involve
the elimination of environmentM differences.
There witl be even less room for misunderstanding if we examine a
metricM situation concerning which we have definite experimental knowledge, In K r a f k a ' s experiments on the effect of temperature upon the
n u m b e r of ocelli in two bar-eye m u t a n t s of Drosophila (Fig. 1) the following values were obtained for females at 15 ° and 25 ° C.
15° C.
25 ° C.

"Low-bar,"

"URra-bar"

189
74

52
25

The simplest kind of population in which uncorl"elated differences 1
due to envh'onmental and genetic differences co-exist is one composed of
only two gen otypes each having equal access to either of two khads of
environment. We m i g h t take a population half composed of low-bar and
half composed of ultra-bar stock, equal numbers of each kind being exposed to temperatures of 15 and 25 ° C. The mean n u m b e r of eye facets
for the entire population would be 85 and the variance 3906.5. We can
eliminate differences due to nurture b y keeping both stocks at 15 ° C.
The mean would then be 120.5 and the variance would have increased to
1 It makes no differenceto the praogioMin~erl)ret,ation of the bManee sheet whel~horwe
take correlated or mmorrolabed differences. The former is simpler. For instance, all l,he
low-bar individuals might be oull,ured al~ 15° CO.and all bhe ultra-bar ag 25° CO.The menu
would then be 107 and the v~rianeo 6724. We s~ill obtain different estimates according t,o
the wt~yin which we eliminate difl'erenoesof environment and differences duo ~o hercdRy.
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4692-25. We can eliminate all differences due to environn~ent b y keeping
both stocks at 25 ° C. The mean would then be 4:9.5 and the variance
would fall to 600.25. H a v e either of these estimates any special priority
as a measure of the contribution of heredity alone to the observed variauce? We can eliminate all differen.ces due to heredity b y substituting
an equal n u m b e r of low-bar femMes :for t h a t half of the population made
up el ultra-bar stock. [['he mean is now 131..5 alid the variance is 3306.25.
We could also eliminate all differences due to heredity b y substilmting
ultra-bar stock for the low-bin: individuals. The mean would then be
38.5 and the vm:iance would be 182.25. Which of these two estimates
gives the contribubion of environment alonea?
zLre we to Understand t h a t the " s t a n d a r d e n v i r o n m e n t " which must
be specified to give any meaning to a balance sheet of nature and nurture
is a statistical average? True, such an average would have a definite
significance in the foregoing example. I t would not h a v e an eqllally
definite significance [or fl~e s t u d y of h u m a n populations exposed to an
indefinitely large number of as yet unmeasurable and unidentified environmental ~ifferenees. Nor would any balance sheet dra,wn up on such
an assumption entide us to set limits to changes which could be
produced b y controlling the environment.
I n whatever sense Fisher himself intended his balance sheet to be
interpreted, there is no doubt t h a t real G writers on h u m a n biology entertain tile belief t h a t biometrical estimates of this kind have far-reaching
practical consequences. On the basis of such statements as the previous
quotation a b o u t stature it is often argued t h a t the results of legis]a,tiou
directed to a more equitable distribution of medical care m u s t be small,
and t h a t in conseq.uenee we m u s t look to selection for a n y noteworthy
i m p r o v e m e n t in a population. This is rather like saying t h a t the difference
between black and white is negligible because an inkpog thrown into a
t a n k of china clay has very little effect on the latter. The gross nature of
the fallacy is easily seen ~dth the help of a parable. Imagine a city after
a prolonged siege or blockade extending over a n u m b e r of years. The
available supplies of food containing the necessary vitamins have long
since been exhausted in the open market. Young children still growing a re
stunted in consequence aud weigh on the average 30 per cent. less t~haa
1 In llMdane's recen{, book, The Oa..~scs qf Evolution, ewe very s~riking illus~ra~ions of
l,herelal~iviCyof nalmre and nurture are cited. Engledow (I925) found ~hagwhen two wheats,
~ed Fife and :H:ybrklH, were spaced ag 2 in. by 2 in., l~ed Fife gave a begger yield. Ag 2 in.
by 6 in. l~heyields were about; equal. Ag greal~erdifferences Hybrid H gave a begl;ercrop.
Sa.x (1926) compared crop yield for a. eoloured and wlfigerace el beans. Whi~es generally
gave a. smaller crop, bug in exeepl4onallyfavourable eiremnsl~mmesa larger.
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pre-war children. One biochemist has a small stock of crystM]ised
vitamins which he has reserved for his family of four who grow up
normally. There are, let us say, a million stun~ed children to four healt, hy
ones. A party o[ rabid environmentalists is elamouring for peace. The
Government appoiat an official enquiry of statisticians. They report tl~at
far less than 1 per cent. of the observed variance with respect to body
weight is due to differences in. diet, that the improvemeut produced by
change in diet if peace were made would tlmrefore be negligible, and that
eugenic selection, would solve the problem of how to keep a comumnity
alive without vitamins if the war could be prolonged for a few more
millennia.
I t requires no subtlety to see what is wrong with this conclusion. If
only four in a million and. four children had sufl3cient vitamins for normal
growth the effect of diflerences in the vitamin content of the diet to the
observed variance in the population would be statistically a negligiMe
quantity. In spite of this the mean body weight oI the population could
be increased by 30 per cent. if all children received a ration with a vitamin
content equivalent to the greatest amount avMtable to any child in tile
same population. No appreciable deterioration would result from depreciating the ration of the four most favoured to the mean, i.e. the same
level of vitamin content as those o~ the million less favoured.
I t is not maintMned that the technique of correlation cannot be used
to draw attention to differences whi& are determined by nurture. It is
one thing to detect the existence of gone differences or differences due to
differences of environment. I t is another thing to "calculate the nmnerical influence of the total genetic and non-genetic cause of variahilRy."
In discussing the framework of social environment in a population we
have to reckon with larger social units as well as with the family and the
uterus as unRs of environment. A community can be divided into social
levels such that families belonging to one social level are more alike wRh
respect to hygiene, diet, access to sunlight and culture than families
belonging to different social levels. The proportions of families at different
social levels vary considerably. Where there exist large inequalities of
wealth, sample,s taken at random from the community tend to be overweighted by families at one social Ievel and underweighted by families at
another. EnviromnentM differences which distinguish one social level
from another tend to be obscured for another reason. Adlninistrative
dilFmulties make it much easier to obtain large samples of families living
at one social level than at another. By con fining an enquiry to a g,:oup of
elementary school children in the London area the difftculties of dealing
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with a large nmnber o[ separate authorities are eliminated. From this it
is clear t h a t special methods o[ enquiry must be devised if we are concerned with,the r61e of significant differences of environment to which
individuals belonging to families at dilterent social, levels are exposed.
V.
There is one situation in. which it is easy to ascribe some measure
of singularity to what we mean by eliminating a]t genetic differences.
This arises in connection with the study of twin. resemblance, when we
compa,,:e variability among a population composed of pairs o[ h'aternal
twins of like sex taken from different [amilies and pairs of identical ~wius
taken :from different families. We are then comparing the variability
'u,iQd,,~, the fa,,migy, when gene differences and differences due to family
environment acting on individuals of the same birth rank and. sex are
both present, with the variability within the famity when such genetic
differences as distinguish one member of a l~.amily fi:om another member
of the same family do not enter into the result. In this case each family
may be regarded as a partial fraternity of two. The genotype ratios for
the group as a whole are the same in both cases, but there are no genotypic dit~erenecs within the fraternity itself. Variability N a group of
such partial fraternities may be expressed in terms of the mean difference
o1: the mean squared di~erence. Holzinger has proposed two formulae
for the nature-nurture " r a t i o " respectively based on one or the other
measure of vaxiability.
The first formula is written
T = A~ - k~.
A;

Here if kf is the m e a n difference between dizygotic twins of like sex and
k,: is the mean di:fference between identical twins, tbe denominator
measures the mean difference when there are no genetic differences
within ~he family. The numerator measures the dilIerence between the
variability which exists when both sources of variability are present and
the variability when gene dii~erenees have been eliminated in. the sense
defined above. The values of T given by different authors who have
investigated the intelligence quotiene of twins are as followsl:
Author
Nolzinger
Ta,llm,~n
1-1errman and I-[ogben

T

0,5-1.0
0.61-0.62
0.92-0.62

Test
ginel; a,nd. Or,is
S~a.Mord I~evi.qion
Otis

1 See IIcrrm~n and Hogbcn (1933). P'roc. Roy. Sac. Ediu. 5 3 .
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The fi.rst~ formula el~. I-[otzinger is misleading inasnmeh as ig m a y be
t~aken to signify lfll~g the numeragor measures t~he average dii~erence due
to heredit~y alone. This would only be true if variability ascribed go
t~lle inflne, nee of differeng agencies could be f,reat~ed addit~ivety when
measured in terms of mean difl'erenees. The second l!ormula given by
Holzinger is as follows:
1 - - ~/'i °

In ~his case 9'~ and 9's represeng t~he eorrelal;iou eoe~Iieien~s for identical
and for fraterna,1 gwins respecgively. The meaning of this l:.ormula is
,~nalogous t~o ghe preceding one exeep~ in so far as the variance or mean
square differences f,ake t~he place of mean ditIerenees. Using the relation
defined by t~he Harris d ifference formula, we can pu~
1 - ~',;= i f ,
al_l.d

VI
In t~hese expressions V; alld lzz represeng the mean variance of the partial
fral~erni~ies res]?eet~ivcly composed of identical and fraternal twins and
V is t~he variance of the populagion from which t h e y are gaken. We may
~hus re-wrige Holzinger's formula:
~ _ Vz- Y.;
V~
lVor variations in ~he Lc~., estimates of ~ have ]~een given by ~wo groups
of workers as follows:
I:Iolzinger
......
2.0-3.8
Herrman and I-Iogben
......
2.3-2.6
To the preseng wri~ser ig does hog seem ~hat ~he separate sources of
variabili~ay can be greased as gruly addil~ive even when we have eliminal~ed
differences bet~ween ~he envh'omnen~ of one family and auofl~er in tlfis
way, uaIess we ingerpret~ ~he significance of gene differences in a very
special sense. In dealing wi~h in~elleegual resemblances we have go
remember ~ha~ ~he grea~er physical similarity of identical %wins may be
associated wigh a more rest~rie~ed choice of environmeng. ~'he facg ~hat~ "t a''
is great,er l;ha,n nnigy might~ signify ~ahal~genet;ie differences are more hnpor~ant ghan differences of environmeng in producing s~riking discrepancies between members of ghe same family and the s'mm birth rank.
However, tflmre is anogher inberprel;at~ion, for ghe fn,cl~ t~hag t/' is as greag
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as it is. This is t h a t striking differences of environment are more likely
to occur as between two non-identical twins than between two identieM
twins.
Whichever view we adopt two conclusions are difficult to escape. The
first is t h a t genetical deductions from observed differences of intelligeuce
recorded in. occupational and racial studies are devoid of any scientific
validity. ']:he second is that the definitiou of simple primary amentia i1~
terms of au in.telligen.ce test level a,ffot:ds no justification for discouraging
research into the aetiological significance of the uterine euviromnent~ aud
the influences of early childhood.
UMI~,[eK]gY.

Three main. con.clusions emerge t'rom the foregoiug discussion.
(1) The technique of correlation, can be used to draw attention to the
existence of genetic differences or of differences due to environment
provided the selection of data is appropriate to the Mud of differences
we wish to detect.
(2) The belief that a comparison between observed correlations of
relatives and correlations based upon purely genetical assumptions
provides us with a re.ensure of the influence of nurture is not justified,
because of the close relationship between the distribution of gene differences and differences due to environment iu populations of viviparous
animals which live in families, especially when, as with human populations, the environment of different families may differ greatly.
(3) A balance sheet of nature an/[ nurture, if it has any significance
in the light of modern experimental concepts, does not entitle us to set
limits to changes which might be produced b y regulating the social or
physical enviromnent of a ]roman population.
I t is a great pleasure to acknowledge the courtesy with which Dr
Fisher has replied to communications iu which some of the issues raised
in. this discussion have been explored. Acknowledgmeut is also made to
Prof. D'Arey Thompson and Prof. J. B. S. Haldane who have ldndly read[
the manuscript and made helpful suggestions.
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